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available in the Club, have their contribution to make, and should be

available in other phases of students’ college life, because some kinds of

learning take place better in the direct experiences of human beings than in

reading about them or discussing them in the classroom.

By and large, it is also part of the aims and aspirations of the founders of

the Club to help each member to become adjusted to the broad areas of

living. We teach our members directly or indirectly how to maintain their

response when under great stress. For example, members are encouraged to

go and sleep or die temporarily in their rooms when they are fully possessed

by the holy-ghost. We encourage our members to be up and doing in their

studies, if only to fulfil one of our doctrines which stipulates that “members

don’t fail examinations, except the lecturers make a mistake”.

The rules, regulations and laws of the Club are unwritten but understand-

able, infinite but expressible. Slogans or aphorisms are many and capable of

extension. Here are some of them: ‘A house that is divided against itself shall

stand—unity in diversity’; ‘Few are called but many are chosen’; ‘By their

fingers you shall know them’; ‘A comrad is never late, he may only come

behind the time’; ‘He doesn’t eat, he feeds’; ‘He doesn’t drink, he

evaporates’; ‘A comrad never forgets although he may fail to remember’; ‘A

comrad can never fall, he may only obey the law of gravity’.

So as we go through the University, the University is also going through us.

To make an attempt to count the achievements of the Club is as difficult as

to attempt to count the sand grains at the Lagos beach. To mention a few of

them, however, will not be out of place here.

The Club regarded it a great achievement to have initiated their Excellencies

General Yakubu Gowon and Leopold Senghor, who is also the “father of

Negritude”, during the best convocation of Ife varsity.

We count it as an achievement to have succeeded where some non-

members had thought that we would fail.

Two soldiers, one from the Rebels’ side (formerly Biafra) and the other

from the Federal side, became friends, dropped their rifles and embraced

each other at the battlefront during the Nigerian Civil War. Why? Because

they were able to recognise themselves as old members of the Club.

The Year of Efe Guobadia

by Beverly Halstead, L.S.F.

Nearly a decade has passed since the events I wish to describe took place but

they represent a fragment of the history of the Palmwine Drinkerds’ Club

that will be lost forever unless it is put on record. It may be wondered why I

should wish to dedicate this volume of the journal to what is apparently

merely a student society. But this is a society with a difference; there must be

few student societies anywhere in the world that publicly initiate Heads of

State, that destroy protocol with such thorOugh effectiveness. Speaking  
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6 THE NIGERIAN FIELD

personally I owe whatever understanding I may have of Nigeria exclusively to

the comrads of the Supreme Comradium of the Palmwine Drinkerds’ Club

at the World Headquarters, Uppermost Shrine, Ife. I measure my own

education by the yardstick 0f the Club. This was the only community I came

across where the activities, always traditionally associated with a university,

actually could be experienced—an intellectual oasis in the midst of an

academic wilderness. If this sounds too harsh, let it be remembered that

education in Nigeria, certainly at university, consists to a large extent of

either learning by rote, a tradition bequeathed by the missionaries teaching

the locals to recite chunks of the Bible, or at the very least expecting the

notions of the teacher to be regurgitated. Originality, novelty, was seen as a

threat, and students in the classrooms were often poor dull things.

Let me begin at the beginning. On my first evening in Nigeria, as a visiting

lecturer, at the University of Ife, in the late 1960’s, I was put up at the Staff

Club. I went into the bar to find about four expatriates sitting round

drinking beer and complaining about everything Nigerian. This did not seem

to be a particularly auspicious inviting environment for a newcomer. Later

that same evening one of the cooks asked me if I’d like to visit the town; I

was delighted. I duly visited his family home, tasted what was not the most

palatable of foods, and was introduced to palmwine for the first time in my

life. It was then explained that the best palmwine on the campus was in a

small clearing in the bush known then as Factory One. I was taken to this

where the palmwine seller, Mama Karimu, Mrs. Folorunso, the Senior

Accountant, provided the most exquisite beverage it has ever been my

pleasure to imbibe, and thereafter I went every day where I chatted and

joked with the students and thus began my education; I began to learn of

things Nigerian. At the end of my stay I was invited to join the Palmwine

Drinkerds’ Club, which I considered a signal honour. At this first meeting I

was overwhelmed by the brilliant language of the students and also realised

that for the previous months I had been carefully scrutinised, my every

action and every phrase had been minutely monitored.

When I returned in the early 1970’s as Professor and Head of Zoology, my

entire social life was spent in the Uppermost Shrine; I had no other. I have

never ceased to be amazed at the astounding dichotomy between students in

the classrooms and those same students in the Uppermost Shrine; suddenly

they were articulate with sharp and incisive minds. One learnt of the history

of all parts of Nigeria from the stories told by their families. Most

remarkable of all was the quiet authority and confidence that the ‘elders’ of

the Club possessed. Once in the Uppermost Shrine all status that one carried

in the world outside was disregarded. All were equal in the eyes of the God of

Wine, the Professor and the Messenger, the Security Officer and the local

hunter, illegally poaching, were of equal standing in the Club.

I had joined the Club and had become part of its life and indeed identified

myself wholeheartedly with its aims, as I could Observe that they made

seriousness out of unseriousness. Palmwine is the traditional drink of West

Africa. Libations are poured for every ceremony, every event of note in the

life of man from naming, to joining ceremonies, and in the rites of passage of

death. Palmwine is an integral part of the life of man, it is a potent potable  
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symbol of an entire culture. It i3, moreover, the drink of the common people.

It is a drink despised by the newly—educated elite, quaffing their ‘Star’ and

‘Stout’ and whiskies and other hot drinks. For them palmwine is a symbol of

the primitive past from which they have only recently emerged. Association

with palmwine was taken as a token of the lower orders in society. Students

that were taking to the habit of disappearing into the bush to partake of

palmwine from native sellers were seen as some kind of antisocial delinquents.

After my first term at Ife as Professor, it was made forcibly clear to me that

my frequenting of the palmwine bar every day was being interpreted by both

the expatriate community as well as the Nigerian academics as a gratuitous

insult on my part towards Nigeria and Nigerians. When my pattern was

observed to be unchanging then it was concluded that I was not a serious

person. The reality was of c0urse the exact reverse. The Nigerian Middle

Class were so eager to embrace an alien culture even to its beverages, that

they were intent on turning their backs on their own. It was against all this

that the Palmwine Drinkerds’ Club made its stand. Palmwine was the

symbol of their culture, its virtues to be extolled, the traditional values to be

maintained. Unlike many of my fellow countrymen I am exceedingly proud

of my cultural heritage and our history and will never deny my own. By the

same token, I am equally enthusiastic towards any group with a similar

Outlook towards their own culture. In the Supreme Comradium everything

was straightforward, there was neither point nor need for anything else. This

was a truly refreshing experience. The enduring happy memories I retain of

Nigeria are linked to palmwine. It is, however, to be stressed that a comrad is

never overwell; we are drinkerds, not drunkards. For a comrad to over-

indulge in the Holy Water is a sacrilege which is not to be tolerated; only

comradus drink like baskets. The year the University came to celebrate its

first decade, the Supreme Comradium invaded the official lizard-tail parties

and dispensed the Holy Water—and were carried marathonly.

When the then Head of State General Yakubu Gowon and President

Leopold Senghor of Senegal were to visit Ife, the Palmwine Drinkerds’ Club

proposed to initiate them. Professor Protocol was horrified at the idea. The

very notion of giving such visitors palmwine to drink was just too much; the

even more outlandish idea of putting a uniform on them was similarly out of

the question. A discrete well distanced event with Heads of State as well

separated audience, that might just be possible. Needless to say, came the

day, protocol was annihilated, Gowon and Senghor were duly initiated. They

drank the Holy Water with evident appreciation and enjoyment and insisted

on donning the uniforms.

This climacteric, such astounding success, such recognition of the

fundamental principles for which the club stood, brought the Supreme

Comradium into national prominence. Suddenly everyone was eager to join

and proud to belong. The advantage of being in a position of being looked

down on, there is no place to advance in people’s eyes but up; by the same

token being at the pinnacle means not only are others jealous and eager to

topple you, the only direction in which further movement is possible is

downwards.

The years of denigration, insult and struggle had tempered the core of the  
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Supreme Comradium and when it came to the test, which was not long in

coming, the Club’s aphorism “Things fall apart—the centre shall hold”

described the situation accurately.

The choosing of the Chief is accomplished in a manner of African

tradition. The ‘Elders’, the experienced members of the Club, the Centre

constitute an informal electoral college, the comrads are closely observed

and their personalities weighed, and from this an individual emerges, and

when the new session begins at the first meeting the name of the new chief is

proposed and is carried by acclamation. In this way the best candidate is put

forward. The qualities that are sought are those which will command respect

and which must include a high level of self—discipline and responsibility.

There came the year when the calling fell to Efe Guobadia. He was the choice

of the king-makers. Now it was well known that a fairly prominent member

of the Club was exceedingly keen to become the Chief and had been actively

canvassing support. This activity ran completely counter to the constitution

of the Club, which although unwritten was known by all. It was accepted

that this person, having drummed up what was by all accounts ethnic

support, again the very antithesis of the fundamental principles of the

Club, as well as being again unconstitutional, was entirely unsuitable for

such a post. Furthermore there had been rather too many occasions on which

he had been overwell, which was in itself sufficient grounds to debar him

from the chieftaincy.

Came the new session and the traditional nomination. It was dark and

some 20 comrads crowded into the Shrine; many faces were not known to us.

Efe Guobadia’s name was proclaimed, acclaimed and by tradition at that

moment became the new chief. But that was not the end of the matter: this

was immediately challenged and the name of the self-campaigner was

proposed and an overwhelming majority voted for him, thus defeating the

traditional nominee, to wild jubilation.

The Supreme Comradium had never been faced by such a situation and

was not equipped to deal with it. The Supreme Comradium entered its most

serious crisis. All the senior members, all the ex-chiefs were aghast at this

contravention of all the principles for which the Club had always stood; it

was out of the question for someone to promote their own candidature. It

was inconceivable that the Club’s traditions should be so flouted, so

peremptorily overturned. As far as the Old Guard was concerned, there was

only one legitimate chief and that was Efe Guobadia, formerly the

Philosopher. The usurper could not in any sense be accepted as the legitimate

chief. A World Meeting was due, the Kegites from Ibadan, the Palmates

from the Ibadan Polytechnic, branches from Akure and elsewhere were due

to converge for a marathon prayer meeting at Ife: a meeting at which the new

chief traditionally presided. This could not be and the XY Chief Banwo

presided over the proceedings.

The situation resolved itself into a clear issue: the self-proclaimed chief

demanded that his election be ratified by the Supreme Comradium otherwise

he would take his own supporters and set up a rival Palmwine Drinkerds’

Club. In any event the membership, now bitterly divided, would soon be seen

publicly to be divided and this would have disastrous consequences. There  
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ensued much heart-searching and it was felt that the prime consideration, the

first priority, must be to the future of the Club in the longer term. The key

issue was that the new chief must be subjected to the traditional procedures,

that the chieftaincy could only be legitimate and subsequently confirmed

only if the due process was that of the Club’s tradition. For the sake of

maintaining the ongoing integrity of the united Supreme Comradium the

self-appointed chief was made the legitimate Chief and Efe Guobadia agreed

to act as his ‘Chief of Staff’ and all the senior members of the inner core

closed ranks around this arrangement. The traditional system, albeit bruised,

was restored and no longer was the appointment of a new chief left to the

automatic assumption of power by automatic acclamation at the first

informal meeting of the Supreme Comradium.

What is the purpose of bringing out this historical scandal of the Club?

There are two reasons: first in the list of Chiefs in the history of the Club the

name Efe Guobadia does not rank, yet he played one of the most important

roles in the entire history of the Club. It is important that following

generations should know of this and that he should be rightly honoured. Efe

abdicated his legitimate position as Chief in order that the Club should

survive intact. He recognised that the place of the Palmwine Drinkerds Club

in Nigeria, in Africa, in the world was more important than personally

serving as an individual chief for 12 months. He put the welfare of the Club

before all other considerations and his action should serve as an inspiration

to all comrads.

The year that I would call the Year of Efe Guobadia was one of success.

Efe Guobadia, by remaining at the right hand of the legitimized chief,

ensured that the disillusioned members similarly retained their loyalty to the

Club and, albeit at first reluctantly, to the new chief. Efe Guobadia with his

diplomatic skills kept the Club intact and as Chief of Staff his enhanced

authority inspired the Supreme Comradium. The acknowledged Chief made

every effort to live up to his responsibility and indeed grew in stature to fill

the post. It was an uneasy year but it was, as it had always been intended, the

year of Efe Guobadia.

 


